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The artists featured in this exhibition embrace the mundane. They
transform everyday objects through photographic reframing or
sculptural construction, prompting our reconsideration of materials
that we deem to be without value or environments that we over-
look. Their efforts heighten our perception, while reminding us of
the potential effects of modest daily habits, rituals, and gestures.

These artists embrace commonplace materials, which are then
transformed or recycled, to generate new forms. Robert McAn's
relief works, constructed of accumulations of shredded documents,
present identity as related to an ephemeral paper trail, marking our
activities as consumers and citizens, our lives “as society and gov-
ernment define a person's identity through data.” 1 His accumula-
tion of paper demonstrates a fascination with the archive, while
alluding to collective fears regarding identity theft. Despite our
entry into the electronic age, the demand for the production of
paper documents persists. An embrace of an allover pattern, var-
ied by the texture, diamond-cut, strip-cut, cross-cut, plays on refer-
ences to Jackson Pollock's drip paintings, while also evoking
associations with relief sculpture. McAn replaces paint or wood,
traditional artist materials, with paper derived from wood pulp, a
material destined to decay. Through a search of these fragments,
we discern clues of McAn's life, guided by cryptic titles. Self-Portrait,
A.F. for Artforum, denoting a journal subscription, or Self-Portrait,
G.M.A.C., suggesting periodic loan payments, provide autobiograph-
ical information. Our lives can be summarized quantitatively, from
credit score to credit balance, to foreclosure and bankruptcy.
McAn acknowledges that these records reveal how we define the
self. As we transition to a virtual recording of our lives, the sup-
posed privacy obtained via shredding will be replaced by the elec-
tronic search.

Michael Sheringham has stated in “Configuring the Everyday,” that
“Everydayness lies in practices that weave contexts together; only
practices make it visible.” 2 McAn's highlights commonplace activities,
everyday practices, to reveal “an artist's outer life” 3 in his self-por-
traits, pointing to his participation in a larger social, economic, and po-
litical context.

Mary Beth Heffernan references the activity of cooking, and the
sharing of meals, through presentations of worn knives and cutting
board, and discarded factory table knife blades in her Knife Series.
Resharpened blades appear at local garage and estate sales after
decades of constant use, yet they function as well as family heirlooms,
triggering memories of gatherings and daily chores. The artist sees
“this essential kitchen tool as a metaphor for knowing and being,” 4

while it also relates to autobiography, given that it corresponds to her
maiden name. Heffernan's woodblock print of a 19th century family
cutting board attests to repetitive tasks performed over centuries.
Her video of factory excess, Knife Name and Knife Signature, records
an installation of over 2000 tableware knife blades, presenting a shim-
mering panoply of reflective, sharp, steel planes. Her project, com-
pleted through an artist's residency, also affirms changing attitudes; in
this case, the blades, formerly embraced as traditional wedding gifts,
remained unused. Through her adoption of electron microscopy in
Knife Kiss she connects the spheres of domesticity and science, point-
ing to the ways in which the latter “often mediate[s] our most intimate
life experiences, and imagine the unruly ways we emerge as vital sub-
jects.” 5 Her exploration of the “metaphorical meaning of knives” 6

echoes investigations of culinary practices by Certeau, Giard, Mayol:
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Michael Sheringham notes, “The everyday exists through the practices
that constitute it, the ways in which times and spaces are appropriated by
human subjects and converted into physical traces, narratives and histo-
ries.” 17 This exhibition highlights the invention and improvisation in-
volved in everyday practices, which make visible larger contexts: a
growing awareness of the environment, informed by everyday experi-
ence; and a social dimension--how these practices illuminate relation-
ships among individuals, institutions, and communities, our place in
society.

— Marilyn Waligore, 2009

Every alimentary custom makes up a minuscule crossroads
of histories. In the “invisible everyday,” under the silent
and repetitive system of every day servitudes that
one carries out by habit, the mind elsewhere, in a
series of mechanically executed operations whose
sequence follows a traditional design dissimulated
under the mask of the obvious, there piles up a sub
tle montage of gestures, rites, and codes, of rhythms
and choices, of received usage and practiced cus-
toms. 7

Here the value placed on everyday activities, such as food
preparation, becomes underscored, through acknowledge-
ment of a connection to history as well as an affirmation of
individual daily invention. “Each of us has the power to seize
power over one part of oneself. That is why the gestures, ob-
jects, and words that live in the ordinary nature of a simple
kitchen also have so much importance.” 8 In The Practice of
the Everyday Life the idea of the passive consumer remains
contested, through reflection on the creativity that informs
the daily practices of individuals.

John Frost assembles cylindrical wood dowels, imperfect
factory rejects, into a cyclonic spiral, to suggest tensions be-
tween natural forces and human efforts to tame nature. He
salvages dowels, natural materials that have been processed
to acquire geometric form and smooth surface texture.
Dowels, used to construct joints in woodworking, instead are
stacked, overlapped, and glued, to create a woven pattern.
The final form resembles both a tornado and an undulating
human figure, an imposing but at the same time, fragile skele-
ton. The artist is drawn to this play with balance seen in as
a result:

This work stems from observations and
contemplations on the relationship be
tween humanity and the natural world -
our dependence, impact, affect, neglect,
and mismanagement of the planet, and the
consequences that we may very well be
creating for us, and the future. I'm
interested in the tension and balance
between creative/constructive and
destructive forces. 9

Meanwhile, his sculpture assembly required fosters a dialogue
between processed wood products and natural elements--
branches and thin trunks of popular trees-- to demonstrate
how we seek to make nature fit our own purposes. Pulled
from a forest, these tree limbs have been trimmed to fit slots
within a cube, echoing Sol Le Witt's Minimalist grids and
Jackie Winsor's process-based boxes. Yet the tree limbs
themselves dominate the squared case.

Similarly Mark Monroe mines the tension between human
constructions and natural forms through his assemblage of
found objects, which often suggest natural forms. His totem-
like sculpture includes garbage pails and canoes; formerly
functional objects take on ritualistic form within the trunk,
branches, and canopy of a tree, a curious monument to ex-
cess. His arrangement of canoes suggests our desire to float
away from the evidence of our consumption. These heroic
forms that fill the gallery or interrupt a city skyline often are
comprised of familiar materials, discarded items that are re-
cycled into his art.

The contrasts, as spray paint graffiti obscures the printed text of a highway
traffic sign, imply a tension between governmental institutions and the peo-
ple who inhabit this space. Wascovich documents native landscapes, which
have been defiled, and native land, a portion of which is considered sacred
by the American Indian tribes residing there. AsWascovich states, the de-
cision to relocate the towns in close proximity to the polluted areas, name-
ly Cardin and Pitcher,“is at odds with the indigenous peoples of the region
who for the most part want to stay and demand that their land be cleaned
up.” 15 Throughout his series, images of the chats, mounds of mine tailings,
appear in the background of nondescript scenes where children play, such
as a baseball dugout or picnic benches, pointing to the complex nature of
“living in a compromised environment.” 16

John Frost, as a result, 2008, 90” x 30” diameter

Beth Callahan,
From the Ocean,Tunisia,
2006,digital chromogenic
print, 20” x 16”
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conservation efforts. She champi-
ons the concept that we should
“think globally and act locally.” Her
photographs of Dallas record accu-
mulation of debris as well as efforts
in aluminum can collection or
mulch production from Christmas
trees. In Cambodia, a disfigured
doll's head lies in a garbage dump,
prompting reflection on the envi-
ronmental problems that the next
generation will inherit. In Tunisia
she discovers a plethora of plastic
bottles, lined in rows, retrieved
from the Mediterranean Ocean.
She records the museum of art-
works created from trash by North
African artist Mohsen Lihidheb. 14

His combination of tires and refuse
culled from the sea points to the
shared practice of artists who seek
to reuse commonplace discarded
materials in their generation of art-
work. Callahan documents both
the disregard of the environment
and the untapped potential of our
collective effort–which may trans-
form attitudes regarding accumula-
tion and consumption.

In Vaughn Wascovich's The Tar
Creek Project, the evidence of every-
day small town life–parks, little
league, Main Street–are framed
against a terrain populated by
chats, or mine tailings, from mining
operations. Landscape becomes
social space in these photographs
of a highly toxic Superfund Site in
Oklahoma, underscoring the rela-
tionship of individuals to their com-
munity, governmental institutions,
and to the land itself.

Wascovich documents beauty and
tragedy, as well as activism. His
photographs present sweeping vis-
its, toxic ponds, barricaded picnic
grounds, and a matter-of-fact en-
gagement in daily life. In photo-
graph A1B1051,Wascovich includes
a sign that appears to represent a
call to both the Tar Creek commu-
nity and our own:“For Stupidity and
Corruption to Continue All good people have to do is to remain silent.”
The prominent red fire hydrant, framed in the center of the composition
against the snowy white landscape, acts as a stark warning. The residents
of this place are also members of a community. Their collective efforts
represent one aspect of our complex relationship to the environment.

Like Sherry Owens, Susan Dunkerley also seeks to incorporate as-
pects of time in her work. Instead of progressively carving a tree limb,
Dunkerley engages in the opposite, as she waits for nature to alter a fa-
miliar object. Susan Dunkerley's picture windows are the result of col-
laboration with nature, extending the practice of arranging the space
surrounding a kitchen sink. Vine tendrils anchor objects within the frame,
like a spider's web, referencing the passage of time as well as daily events,
through the inclusion of a chicken wishbone or a teacup, markers of
human presence.Her image elements hint at uncertainty: the lone teacup
may hold tea leaves and a prospicious fortune, as a photograph of two
sisters looks on; and in Seven Wishes a parade of wishbones invite the
silent reciting of a invocation before the final break. The time required
to prepare the chickens, carefully removing the bones, and waiting for na-
ture to take her course, suggests the invisible expenditure of time and ef-
fort required for domestic tasks. Similarly, the artist waits for the position
of the sun. Light streaming in from the window varies as well from win-
ter to summer. Through her collaboration with her garden, Dunkerley
bridges her interior and exterior worlds.

Recycling materials underscores our relationship to our environment, to
the earth, while acknowledging our relationship to each other, providing
a social dimension. Beth Callahan travels from Dallas, Texas to
Cambodia to Tunisia to photograph landfills and recycling centers, noting
the collective impact of the production of waste on our planet, as well as

Mark Monroe, Boat / Ladders, mixed media, 12’ x 16’ x 4’

Sherry Owens, Heart of the Prairie (detail), 2007,
crepe myrtle, dye, wax, 51” x 38” x 30”

Monroe’s previous work Boat/Ladders presents an upended canoe sup-
ported by multiple precarious ladders, illuminated by a pink glow. Here
materials are refigured into natural forms, plant or insect-like, demonstrat-
ing a connection between everyday forms and the environment. Natural
resources mined to produce steel or aluminum, wood trees gathered to
form ladders are combined in these constructions. The suspended canoe
suggests an absence of water required for transport, and for human sur-
vival.

Sherry Owens carves discarded crepe myrtle trees, commonplace green-
ery from local gardens. These tree limbs retain markings, attesting to the
repetitive human effort that has transformed nature's detritus. In Heart of
the Prairie Owens celebrates “the essence of the American homeland.” 10

She laments however that,“Millions of acres of native grasslands have been
destroyed with the advent of industrialized agriculture.” 11 The brown
limbs of the crepe myrtle radiate from the center, resembling arteries con-
nected to a heart. Owens seems to compare human physiology--nervous
system, respiratory system, circulatory system--to the complexity of a nat-
ural ecosystem. Similarly, in Every Breath You Take, the artist explores rela-
tionships between deforestation and climate change. Materials such as
rotted wood and baling wire reference the forest floor, while representa-
tions of molecules of greenhouse gases, the atmosphere, are formed using
kitchen ingredients. Owens notes that, “Destruction is threatening many
of the world's natural forests, especially in the tropics, as land is cleared for
what we perceive to be societal needs.” 12 For Owens, her sculptural
projects affirm the fragile nature of our world.

Jonathan Watkins comments on contemporary artists who explore the
everyday, especially in relationship to the environment:

Much of the work exhibited embodies or marks the
passage of time through traces of the process of
production, thereby stressing its place in our material
world. Time is measured out in gestures analogous to
the coming and going of the every day, reminders that
all is temporary and mutable. Concomitant with this
is the acknowledgement that the everyday is manifest
as much in natural phenomena as it is in common
man-made or urban subjects. 13
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Michael Sheringham notes, “The everyday exists through the practices
that constitute it, the ways in which times and spaces are appropriated by
human subjects and converted into physical traces, narratives and histo-
ries.” 17 This exhibition highlights the invention and improvisation in-
volved in everyday practices, which make visible larger contexts: a
growing awareness of the environment, informed by everyday experi-
ence; and a social dimension--how these practices illuminate relation-
ships among individuals, institutions, and communities, our place in
society.

— Marilyn Waligore, 2009

Every alimentary custom makes up a minuscule crossroads
of histories. In the “invisible everyday,” under the silent
and repetitive system of every day servitudes that
one carries out by habit, the mind elsewhere, in a
series of mechanically executed operations whose
sequence follows a traditional design dissimulated
under the mask of the obvious, there piles up a sub
tle montage of gestures, rites, and codes, of rhythms
and choices, of received usage and practiced cus-
toms. 7

Here the value placed on everyday activities, such as food
preparation, becomes underscored, through acknowledge-
ment of a connection to history as well as an affirmation of
individual daily invention. “Each of us has the power to seize
power over one part of oneself. That is why the gestures, ob-
jects, and words that live in the ordinary nature of a simple
kitchen also have so much importance.” 8 In The Practice of
the Everyday Life the idea of the passive consumer remains
contested, through reflection on the creativity that informs
the daily practices of individuals.

John Frost assembles cylindrical wood dowels, imperfect
factory rejects, into a cyclonic spiral, to suggest tensions be-
tween natural forces and human efforts to tame nature. He
salvages dowels, natural materials that have been processed
to acquire geometric form and smooth surface texture.
Dowels, used to construct joints in woodworking, instead are
stacked, overlapped, and glued, to create a woven pattern.
The final form resembles both a tornado and an undulating
human figure, an imposing but at the same time, fragile skele-
ton. The artist is drawn to this play with balance seen in as
a result:

This work stems from observations and
contemplations on the relationship be
tween humanity and the natural world -
our dependence, impact, affect, neglect,
and mismanagement of the planet, and the
consequences that we may very well be
creating for us, and the future. I'm
interested in the tension and balance
between creative/constructive and
destructive forces. 9

Meanwhile, his sculpture assembly required fosters a dialogue
between processed wood products and natural elements--
branches and thin trunks of popular trees-- to demonstrate
how we seek to make nature fit our own purposes. Pulled
from a forest, these tree limbs have been trimmed to fit slots
within a cube, echoing Sol Le Witt's Minimalist grids and
Jackie Winsor's process-based boxes. Yet the tree limbs
themselves dominate the squared case.

Similarly Mark Monroe mines the tension between human
constructions and natural forms through his assemblage of
found objects, which often suggest natural forms. His totem-
like sculpture includes garbage pails and canoes; formerly
functional objects take on ritualistic form within the trunk,
branches, and canopy of a tree, a curious monument to ex-
cess. His arrangement of canoes suggests our desire to float
away from the evidence of our consumption. These heroic
forms that fill the gallery or interrupt a city skyline often are
comprised of familiar materials, discarded items that are re-
cycled into his art.

The contrasts, as spray paint graffiti obscures the printed text of a highway
traffic sign, imply a tension between governmental institutions and the peo-
ple who inhabit this space. Wascovich documents native landscapes, which
have been defiled, and native land, a portion of which is considered sacred
by the American Indian tribes residing there. AsWascovich states, the de-
cision to relocate the towns in close proximity to the polluted areas, name-
ly Cardin and Pitcher,“is at odds with the indigenous peoples of the region
who for the most part want to stay and demand that their land be cleaned
up.” 15 Throughout his series, images of the chats, mounds of mine tailings,
appear in the background of nondescript scenes where children play, such
as a baseball dugout or picnic benches, pointing to the complex nature of
“living in a compromised environment.” 16
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The artists featured in this exhibition embrace the mundane. They
transform everyday objects through photographic reframing or
sculptural construction, prompting our reconsideration of materials
that we deem to be without value or environments that we over-
look. Their efforts heighten our perception, while reminding us of
the potential effects of modest daily habits, rituals, and gestures.

These artists embrace commonplace materials, which are then
transformed or recycled, to generate new forms. Robert McAn's
relief works, constructed of accumulations of shredded documents,
present identity as related to an ephemeral paper trail, marking our
activities as consumers and citizens, our lives “as society and gov-
ernment define a person's identity through data.” 1 His accumula-
tion of paper demonstrates a fascination with the archive, while
alluding to collective fears regarding identity theft. Despite our
entry into the electronic age, the demand for the production of
paper documents persists. An embrace of an allover pattern, var-
ied by the texture, diamond-cut, strip-cut, cross-cut, plays on refer-
ences to Jackson Pollock's drip paintings, while also evoking
associations with relief sculpture. McAn replaces paint or wood,
traditional artist materials, with paper derived from wood pulp, a
material destined to decay. Through a search of these fragments,
we discern clues of McAn's life, guided by cryptic titles. Self-Portrait,
A.F. for Artforum, denoting a journal subscription, or Self-Portrait,
G.M.A.C., suggesting periodic loan payments, provide autobiograph-
ical information. Our lives can be summarized quantitatively, from
credit score to credit balance, to foreclosure and bankruptcy.
McAn acknowledges that these records reveal how we define the
self. As we transition to a virtual recording of our lives, the sup-
posed privacy obtained via shredding will be replaced by the elec-
tronic search.

Michael Sheringham has stated in “Configuring the Everyday,” that
“Everydayness lies in practices that weave contexts together; only
practices make it visible.” 2 McAn's highlights commonplace activities,
everyday practices, to reveal “an artist's outer life” 3 in his self-por-
traits, pointing to his participation in a larger social, economic, and po-
litical context.

Mary Beth Heffernan references the activity of cooking, and the
sharing of meals, through presentations of worn knives and cutting
board, and discarded factory table knife blades in her Knife Series.
Resharpened blades appear at local garage and estate sales after
decades of constant use, yet they function as well as family heirlooms,
triggering memories of gatherings and daily chores. The artist sees
“this essential kitchen tool as a metaphor for knowing and being,” 4

while it also relates to autobiography, given that it corresponds to her
maiden name. Heffernan's woodblock print of a 19th century family
cutting board attests to repetitive tasks performed over centuries.
Her video of factory excess, Knife Name and Knife Signature, records
an installation of over 2000 tableware knife blades, presenting a shim-
mering panoply of reflective, sharp, steel planes. Her project, com-
pleted through an artist's residency, also affirms changing attitudes; in
this case, the blades, formerly embraced as traditional wedding gifts,
remained unused. Through her adoption of electron microscopy in
Knife Kiss she connects the spheres of domesticity and science, point-
ing to the ways in which the latter “often mediate[s] our most intimate
life experiences, and imagine the unruly ways we emerge as vital sub-
jects.” 5 Her exploration of the “metaphorical meaning of knives” 6

echoes investigations of culinary practices by Certeau, Giard, Mayol:
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